Yes, yes, the American economic and diplomatic embargoes surely helped. Still, other nations were willing to do business with Cuba, but there has been little business to do. Cuba still has only rudimentary stirrings of private enterprises, a lot of it associated with tourism — mom-and-pop stuff. Hollande boldly spoke out on behalf of French business interests. “Of course, we would like to see your rules relaxed and for our companies to be able to manage their resources more freely,” he told the Cubans. Nothing about human rights.

Think Point Break, an undercover thriller but without Patrick Swayze, amazing action sequences and surfing, set it in France over a century ago and you're in the right ballpark for the film The Anarchists.

Scientists say bees — crucial to pollinate many crops — have been hurt by a combination of declining nutrition, mites, disease, and pesticides. The federal plan is an "all hands on deck" strategy that calls on everyone from federal bureaucrats to citizens to do what they can to save bees, which provide more than $15 billion in value to the U.S. economy, according to White House science adviser John Holdren.

The surviving lead cartoonist went on to design the magazine's following "survivors' edition" cover which showcased a drawing of a teary-eyed Muslim Prophet Muhammed holding a sign that read: "All is forgiven."

The next demo, which put us face to face with an enemy soldier, was much more impressive. Nothing seemed unusual at first, but by focusing our eyes on an object in the
distance the focal point changed, blurring anything closer up and aping the function of the real human eye. Shifting our gaze back to the soldier in front of us put him back in focus.
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This is the second year of the Federation's award-winning challenge which aims to further consolidate the skills of the Modern Apprentices and highlight the important role that apprenticeships play as a vital first step on the career ladder.
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In the intervening years, as the nimble and responsive process of chartering schools has become ever more bureaucratized, the procedural hurdles that prospective school operators have to jump over have gotten higher and more numerous.
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Speaking outside the court just before the judgment on Tuesday, bakery owner Daniel McArthur said: "We happily serve everyone but we cannot promote a cause that goes against what the Bible says about marriage."
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The Senate witnessed a discussion about the matter today. Opposition leader in the Senate Aitzaz Ahsan said that the controversy has damaged the soft image of the country. He said that the story seems to have some truth in it. He urged the authorities to forward the matter to the investigative committee.
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In comparison, only 5% of military sexual assault cases in FY 2014 resulted in a conviction (175 out of 3,261). This means victims were 12 times more likely to suffer for speaking out than attackers were to be punished.